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Welcome to Sacramento and the Golden State. Although I was born 
in New York, I have lived in California half my life. 

Nicknames for Sacramento are Camellia Capitol of the World, River City, and City of Trees. Locals refer to 
it as Sac. It is the 6th capitol since 1854. Sacramento was the last stop on the route of the Pony Express. 

There are two rivers that flow through Sac. The American River is the stream where gold was discovered 
in 1849, which was the beginning of the Gold Rush. The Sacramento River is 380 miles long, and it is 
the longest in California.

There are many museums in Old Town, near our hotel. The Crocker Art Museum is known as the longest 
running art museum in the Western states. Others include: California State Railroad Museum, California 
Automobile Museum, Sacramento History Museum, Old Sacramento Schoolhouse Museum, and Wells 
Fargo History Museum. There are underground tours which will show how the city was raised in the 
1860s and 1870s to protect the city from flooding.  

Old Town has fun stops along the way. If you have someone who is difficult to buy for, I highly recommend 
going to Evangeline's for the perfect gift. It is on multiple floors and also has a large variety of costumes.

Blue Diamond Almonds headquarters is based here and it is the largest processor of almonds in the 
world. Agricultural products include corn, poultry, pears, milk, and wine grapes. 
 
I hope that you will enjoy the convention and that you leave with many Golden Moments to remember.  

Cynthia Hurst
Convention Steering Committee, Local Chair—Connect List

More about Cynthia: My next door neighbor back in the 80's approached me one day and said, "I don't 
want you to take this the wrong way, but I need to share something with you." I said, "Sure." She said that 
she noticed that I did not respond correctly in conversations. She suggested that I get my hearing checked. I 
did and I definitely needed aids. When I thought about it, I had been pronouncing things wrong and hadn't 
heard well in a long time. I had whooping cough as an infant and started to lose my hearing as a result. I 
have been wearing hearing aids for over 35 years. I found SWC surfing the net in 2009. I went to my first 
convention to San Antonio in 2015. I was a little nervous, but it surpassed all of my expectations. It is 
amazing to be associated with people who "get it”. 

Welcome 
to  
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Wednesday Silent Auction drop-off during the Welcome Party

Thursday & Friday Bidding begins 15 minutes before workshops and during break times

Saturday Morning Final bidding following Town Hall Meeting

Saturday Evening

6:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. Pick-up and Check-out:  Winning bidders, items won, and total balance owed 
will be posted online Saturday afternoon and will also be displayed as you arrive for check-out. 

• Please arrive promptly at 6:00 p.m. to pay for, and pick-up, your winnings so volunteers can enjoy 
the second half hour of the cocktail reception. 

• Signage will direct winners to the check-out/pick-up area as they arrive. 

• After paying for your winnings, please wait while your items are retrieved and brought to you. 

• We accept cash, check, or major credit cards. A PayPal account is NOT required to pay with credit 
card. However, any issues with wifi will prevents us from taking credit cards, so it is a good idea to 
come prepared to pay by cash or check. An Automated Teller (ATM) is located in the Embassy 
Suites hotel for your convenience.

2 InnoCaption & Advance Bionics 20 Canine Companions for Independence

15 OTOjOY & Hamilton CapTel 22 Cochlear America
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I grew up in South Central Pennsylvania in Paradise, Pennsylvania in the heart of the PA 
Dutch County in the 1950s. 

When I was 18 months old I contracted a form of para-typhoid fever and ended up in the 
hospital with a fever of 106 degrees. I recovered but the ordeal left me with a punctured left 
ear drum and a moderate hearing loss. 

Around 2000 I wondered if a hearing aid would help my left ear. Searching the Internet, I found the SayWhatClub. I 
joined SayWhatClub's Vistas list at that time and that has been my home list ever since. I asked a zillion questions 
about hearing aids, audiograms, ear molds, etc. and everyone was patient and willing to answer all my questions. 

Reaching out to others is the hallmark of the SWC and I want to do my best to help us to continue to reach out, 
provide information, and welcome our new friends to our “virtual kitchen table” where you can pull up a “virtual 
chair” and join in the conversation. Too often we are left out of conversations, left out of social interaction, and sit on 
the sidelines. You are welcome here my friends, pull up a chair, join in, or just sit back and learn … and laugh on many 
occasions. 

My hobbies include performing as a magician for children’s show. I was a clown for a few years and made various 
balloon animals. I also enjoy researching our genealogy. 

Welcome to the SayWhatClub® 2019 Convention in Sacramento, California! 
This will be the seventh SWC Convention Judy and I have attended.

If this is your first SWC Convention, you are in for a real treat! Judy and I are 
looking forward to meeting you and welcoming you into our SWC Family. If 
you are returning alumni to SWC Conventions, welcome back! Great to be 
with you again!   

The Convention Steering Committee (CSC) has expended a lot of effort and
many, many volunteer hours to make this year’s convention a convention to
remember. In addition to the vendors, workshops, and speakers we also have 
some great activities in store for you!

My wife, Judy, and I attended our first SayWhatclub Convention in 2006 in 
St. Louis, Missouri. It was a two day journey from our home in south-central Pennsylvania. Upon our arrival, 
we checked-in, and found our room to be more than we expected; we even had a small balcony that had a 
view of the Gateway Arch! The CSC knows how to find a great place every time!

I will admit I was a little uncomfortable being around crowds of noisy people in a place we had never visited. I truly 
did not know what to expect. We found our way to the Hospitality Room and we were welcomed with open arms, 
introductions, and plenty of hugs too! This room full of strangers very quickly became a room full of friends. We 
have made many lifelong friends from the SayWhatClub Conventions and I am confident you will as well.

SWC Conventions are more like family reunions because we all have a hearing loss connection and it’s so nice 
to be around friendly people who share your concerns and challenges and make an effort to put you at ease. 
There are many people anxious to meet you. Welcome each and every one!

Donald Dippner
President, SayWhatClub

!

Donald Dippner, PresidentGREETINGS
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7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. WELCOME PARTY

10:00 a.m. CROCKER ART MUSEUM

1:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. WELCOME AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. VENDOR INTRODUCTIONS & UPDATES

2:45 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. BREAK - Visit Vendor Tables and Silent Auction

3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. INTRODUCTION TO ASL - Rachel Ward, Kelli Panos and Alexandria Moran

4:15 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. BREAK - Visit Vendor Tables and Silent Auction

4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. ACCESSIBILITY AND ADVOCACY - Brent Jolley

8:00 p.m. CAPTIONED PLAY: THE LAST MATCH by Anna Ziegler

10:00 a.m. DEPART HOTEL FOR SACRAMENTO HISTORY MUSEUM TOUR

11:00 a.m. OLD SACRAMENTO UNDERGROUND TOUR

1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. MILD CHILIES AREN’T ALWAYS MILD: The impact of mild & unilateral hearing status - 
Stephanie Gardiner-Walsh

2:45 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. BREAK - Visit Vendor Tables and Silent Auction

3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. MIND THE EARS: Connecting hearing and cognition - Laura Gaeta

4:15 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. BREAK - Visit Vendor Tables and Silent Auction

4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS IN THE WORKPLACE - Pamela Cohen

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. TOWN HALL MEETING/2020 CONVENTION LOCATION ANNOUNCEMENT

10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. SILENT AUCTION FINAL BIDDING

6:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. SILENT AUCTION CHECK-OUT & PICK-UP

6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. COCKTAIL RECEPTION (group pictures 6:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.)

7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. DINNER SERVED

8:00 p.m. KEYNOTE ADDRESS - Thomas Kaufmann

9:00 p.m. FINAL REMARKS/SPIRIT AWARD PRESENTATION

Wednesday, July 31, 2019

Thursday, August 1, 2019

Friday, August 2, 2019

Saturday, August 3, 2019

SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE
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WELCOME TO SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA AND  
GOLDEN MOMENTS WITH THE SAYWHATCLUB!  

California is known as the Golden State. Sacramento is known as the 
starting point for the Gold Rush in 1849. 

The many interesting and fun facts about Sacramento include the Farm 
to Fork capital of the world, meaning lots of fresh food year round, and 
the best burgers in California at the Squeeze Inn. 

Sacramento is the city of the first shopping mall in 1945 and home to 
what is widely considered one of the best hospitals in the country, UC 
Davis Medical Center. 

There have only been three days that Sacramento has seen any snow 
since 1990 yet Lake Tahoe is a 2 hour drive away and snow and skiing 
are considered top notch! 

California produces more than 90% of the world's almonds (and 98.5% 
of America's almonds), and many of those almonds pass through 
Sacramento. Almond maker, Blue Diamond, calls Sacramento home 
and that means millions of pounds of almonds are being processed 
through the factory every day. 

We look forward to sharing Golden Moments and memories here in Sacramento with the SayWhatClub and 
we invite you to wear a touch of gold as we meet and greet at our Welcome Party. 

I'm reminded of a Girl Scout song we sang every Summer at camp: "Make new friends, but keep the old. One 
is silver and the other is gold." 

Here's to new and old friends alike! 

Christine G. Fuller  
Hospitality Committee Chair 
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Have you been challenged with trying to acquire services to participate in meetings or functions? Have you ever asked 
yourself questions such as who to contact, who is responsible for the logistics and planning and who is financially 
responsible to pay for the service?

Description: A woman, wanting to attend a support group, is nervous about how her disability will impact her ability to 
participate in the group. She is concerned about how she should portray herself and how she will be perceived. What's 
worse, her fears of rejection are overwhelming. She wished she knew how she should ask for accommodations. To her 
amazement, she took the initiative to engage in constructive dialogue with the organization supporting the logistics for the 
support group. She was able to gain their support and guidance on various possibilities of accommodations. To her 
disappointment, she did not get her preferred accommodations but after several attempts, she was able to identify a service 
that was reasonable and worked to her satisfaction. She was able to participate in the support group. This workshop will give 
you the information and tools you need to advocate for yourself when seeking accommodations.

If you're like many hard-of-hearing and late deafened adults, you've probably been exposed to American Sign Language but 
haven't had much chance to learn and use it. This workshop can get you started and give you the tools and resources you 
can use to improve communication with people in your life, including family and friends. Our presenters are associated with 
ASL University, an online American Sign Language curriculum resource center founded in 1997 by Dr. William G. Vicars 
(also widely known as "Dr. Bill"), Associate Professor of American Sign Language and Deaf Studies at California State 
University, Sacramento. ASLU provides free self-study materials, lessons, and information, as well as fee-based instructor-
guided courses. Many instructors use the ASLU lessons as a free "textbook" for their local ASL classes. More information 
can be found at lifeprint.com.

Description: Introduction to ASL covers the basics of American Sign Language. This will include fingerspelling, common 
signs used in everyday life, and facial grammar. Come and learn signs for life at home, when you’re out at a restaurant, and 
even underwater! Rach, Kelli, and Alex will provide you with study resources and tips for how to learn a visual language!

1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.  VENDOR INTRODUCTIONS & UPDATES

3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.  INTRODUCTION TO ASL
Presenters: Rachel Ward, Kelli Panos and Alexandria Moran

4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.  ACCESSIBILITY AND ADVOCACY
Presenter: Brent Jolley

Our first workshop of the afternoon will highlight our Vendors. Each representative will give a short introduction and update 
for their respective company. Please stop by the Vendor tables during our workshop sessions on both days if you have 
questions and would like more details, as the Vendors will be happy to talk to you one-on-one.
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10:00 a.m. CROCKER ART MUSEUM

We'll walk six minutes south along the Riverfront Promenade from the Embassy Suites to the Crocker Art Museum at 216 O 
St., where we'll break into groups of 10 for a captioned, docent-guided one-hour tour of the museum. (There is pay parking 
available for those who prefer to drive two minutes from the hotel.)

Workshops & Activities
THURSDAY, AUGUST 1st

8:00 p.m. CAPTIONED PLAY: The Last Match by Anna Ziegler



VENDORS

BRENT JOLLEY

Brent Jolley works for the California Department of Rehabilitation as Program Manager, providing 
support for state employees and their consumers. His professional experiences include mental health, 
legislative analyst, job placement specialist, counselor on substance abuse and consulting positions 
on human resources and diversity. He was one of the co-founders of Hands On VRS (HOVRS), which 
became, Purple Communications, where he held various positions over a period of 11 years. 

NOTES
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

RACHEL WARD

Rachel Ward earned her Bachelor's degree in Deaf Studies from California State University, Sacramento. Rachel is currently 
an adjunct instructor at a local community college teaching American Sign Language. She is also the Associate Director of 
ASL University.

KELLI PANOS

Kelli Panos earned her Bachelor’s Degree in Deaf Studies from California State University, Sacramento. Since then, Kelli is 
an intern at ASL University where she is able to work closely with her mentor and other interns. In addition to the internship, 
Kelli works with children with autism implementing applied behavior analysis (ABA). Wherever she ends up, Kelli wants to 
continue expanding her knowledge of ASL and the culture.

ALEXANDRIA  MORAN

Alexandria is currently pursuing a Bachelor’s of Arts in Deaf Studies and plans to enter an interpreter preparation program 
post graduation. She is an intern at ASL University where she assists in building resources for teaching online American Sign 
Language courses. In her free time Alexandria enjoys volunteering at a local middle school where she teaches ASL.
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Presenters

     ・Advanced Bionics     
     ・InnoCaption

     ・Hamiton CapTel
     ・Cochlear Americas

・Canine Companions for Independence



What information should you disclose to an employer when applying for a job or seeking accommodations for your hearing 
loss? These are difficult questions that most people face in the workplace. This workshop will give you advice on how to 
handle these sensitive topics and how the law protects your rights and makes it easier for you to work and for your employer 
to get the full benefit of your talents.

DESCRIPTION: State and federal law protect people with disabilities from disability-based discrimination in the workplace. 
In addition to protecting against unequal treatment, harassment and retaliation, these laws give people with disabilities the 
right to reasonable accommodations as job applicants and employees. Reasonable accommodations can be changes in 
policies, such as modified work schedules, or physical changes to a work environment. This interactive workshop will 
discuss the legal right to reasonable accommodations, and examples of workplace accommodations for people with hearing 
disabilities.

An expanding field of research in audiology is looking into the question of whether hearing loss causes cognitive impairment 
and dementia, and whether hearing aids can prevent or delay the onset of these conditions. This workshop will examine 
recent studies on the topic and what can you do now to prevent cognitive decline in later years.

DESCRIPTION: This talk will explore the association between hearing, hearing loss, and cognition as we age. Current 
research from the field will also be presented.                             

1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.  
MILD CHILIES AREN’T ALWAYS MILD: The impact of mild & unilateral 
hearing status   
Presenter: Stephanie Gardiner-Walsh

3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.  MIND THE EARS: Connecting hearing and cognition      
Presenter: Laura Gaeta 

4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS IN THE WORKPLACE
Presenter: Pamela Cohen 

Both hearing worlds and Deaf worlds recognize the other as a different sensory experience.  However, for the majority of us, 
we exist somewhere between these worlds.  Let’s come together to talk about the experiences of the hard of hearing—those 
with ‘lesser’ degrees of hearing loss—and talk about the science and sociology behind our experiences in the middle.

DESCRIPTION: Those attending should look forward to understanding how even slight hearing loss can impact perception 
of sound, how the age of onset impacts our identity, and discuss strategies for explaining to others WHY we don’t process 
sound as well as they may think.  #SelfAdvocacy #HardOfDeaf #SayWhat #Huh #MildToModerate
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 2nd
Workshops & Activities

10:00 a.m SACRAMENTO HISTORY MUSEUM TOUR

11:00 a.m OLD SACRAMENTO UNDERGROUND TOUR

We'll depart the convention hotel for the Sacramento History Museum Tour.

The Old Sacramento Underground Tour immediately follows the Sacramento History Museum Tour. Both tours are included  
in the $18.00 admission price.



PAMELA COHEN

NOTES
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Pamela Cohen is a Sacramento-based staff attorney with Disability Rights California, the largest 
disability rights group in the United States. She represents people with disabilities on issues involving 
discrimination and reasonable accommodations in employment, housing, education, transportation 
and other settings. She has been a lecturer at Stanford Law School, a clinical lecturer at the 
University of Chicago Law School, and a Visiting Scholar at Sophia University in Tokyo. She has 
published several articles on U.S. and Japanese mental health law, and has been a frequent speaker 
at professional conferences. She is a 1987 graduate of Columbia University School of Law.

LAURA GAETA

Laura Gaeta, PhD, is an assistant professor at California State University, Sacramento. Her research 
focuses on aural rehabilitation with older adults with hearing loss and multicultural issues. Dr. Gaeta 
graduated from the University of Oklahoma with a PhD in Audiology in 2017.

STEPHANIE GARDNER-WALSH

Dr. Stephanie Gardiner-Walsh is a professor at Illinois State University in the Deaf Education program. 
She is a CODA, hard of hearing, and multi-modal-meaning: She can only half hear, her family can only 
half hear, and she can communicate using spoken English, ASL, or Cued Speech. 

Her passion in work revolves around serving those with the ignored types of hearing loss-mild, unilateral, 
and late-onset. Outside of work, she calls herself a race car driver, triathlete, Mom, and cat-lady.
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Presenters
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California State Railroad Museum - Experience the history of North American railroading. Sacramento was the terminus of 
the first transcontinental railroad 150 years ago. The museum is at 125 I Street in Old Town, an 8-minute walk (0.4 mile) 
from the hotel. Admission is $12.00. Open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Paid parking is available nearby • California State 
Capitol -  Constructed between 1860 and 1874, the Capitol serves as both a museum and the state’s working seat of 
government. The Capitol is at 1315 10th Street, a 15-minute (0.7 mile) walk from the hotel along Capitol Mall. Admission is 
free. Open weekends 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Public tours are conducted daily on the hour from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. •  Marshall Gold 
Discovery State Historic Park - James W. Marshall discovered gold in 1848 on the South Fork of the American River, leading 
to the California gold rush. The gold discovery site is one of the most significant historic sites in the nation. The park is 
located in Coloma on Highway 49 between Placerville and Auburn, a 54-minute (46.6 mile) drive from the hotel. Visit 
exhibits, take a gold panning lesson, or participate in tours. Admission is $8 per car ($7 per car for seniors 62 or older). 
Open daily from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Museum open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. •  Historic river cruise: Take a narrated one-hour yacht 
cruise past Old Sacramento's famous historical sites, including the Delta King, the I Street Bridge, Tower Bridge, and the Air 
Force Docks. Admission is $20. Hornblower Cruises, 1206 Front Street, across the street from the Embassy Suites (0.1 mile)

THINGS TO DO & SEE IN SACRAMENTO

2019 ANNUAL SayWhatClub CONVENTION, Sacramento, California 
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(All mileage is calculated from our convention hotel, Embassy Suites Riverfront Promenade)
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9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.  TOWNHALL MEETING AGENDA

10:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.   FREE TIME: MORE THINGS TO DO & SEE IN SACRAMENTO

10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. SILENT AUCTION FINAL BIDDING

7:00 p.m.   DINNER SERVED

8:00 p.m.   KEYNOTE ADDRESS:  Thomas Kaufmann

9:00 p.m.   FINAL REMARKS

6:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. SILENT AUCTION PICK-UP

6:30 p.m.   GROUP PICTURES

Please arrive promptly at 6:00 p.m. Upon arrival, you will be directed to the Pick-up/Check-out area where you will pay for your 
winnings and wait as your items are retrieved and brought to you. 

Please make yourself available for group pictures during the second half hour of the Cocktail Reception.

6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.     COCKTAIL RECEPTION
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Activities
SATURDAY, AUGUST 4th

Visit the Sacramento Old City Cemetery (1.7 miles), check website for visiting hours before you go •  Stop at Milk House 
Shakes (0.2 mile) for a “Presidential” or coffee treat • Sacramento International Airport, in the baggage claim at Terminal A, 
find the two 23-foot pillars made up of more than 700 pieces of luggage •  Bicycle on the American River Bike Trail (aka, 
Jedediah Smith Memorial Trail) that runs for 32 miles between Discovery Park in Old Sacramento and Beal’s Point • See an 
immersive and accessible (CaptiView™ viewing system) movie at the Esquire IMAX Theatre (1.1 miles) • Andy's Candy 
Apothecary at Downtown Commons (0.6 mile) for the best caramel Oprah has ever eaten •  Walk  to the Leland Stanford 
Mansion State Historic Park (0.6 mile) • Grab a 6:00 a.m. cup of coffee at Old Soul Co. (0.4 mile) • How many of the 103 
restaurants listed @www.visitsacramento.com/things-to-do/dine/ in the Farm-to-Fork Capital can you try? • Sacramento 
wines: Nearly a dozen wineries within a 45-mile radius of the city and many have free tastings  •  Walk across the Tower 
Bridge (bridge is 737 feet long) •  Look for the 15-story Johnny Cash mural on the side of the Residence Inn in the 
Midtown district (1.2 miles) • Free yoga in the park, Freemont Park (1.2 miles) @6 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays

           • Introduction of Board Members
           •  Introduction of Committees and Committee Members
           •  What has happened since the last Convention

           •  Goals for the next year
           •  Questions and Answers
           •  CSC announcement of 2020 Convention location

Join the SayWhatClub Board of Directors at the Town Hall Meeting:



 

Our convention meeting space was looped by OTOjOY!

Thomas Kaufmann is a disability advocate, 
entrepreneur, music enthusiast, and inventor of 
award-winning audio technology. 

He holds a German diploma degree in Physics and 
graduated from UCSB with a Master of Science 
degree in Chemistry. While working in music and 
entertainment, Thomas was always concerned about 
protecting his own hearing. His experiences in 
marketing and patent law eventually led him to the 
field of hearing loops. Thomas became passionate 
about helping other people hear and conserve their 
ability to communicate with the gift of hearing. 

As the founder and CEO of OTOjOY, his mission is to 
enhance people’s listening experiences at live events

—lectures, concerts, theater plays, and music festivals—to raise awareness about hearing loop technology, and to 
offer high-quality assistive listening services that let people’s ears smile. As OTOjOY's Chief Technology Officer, 
he focuses on the technical design of complex hearing loop systems, leads research and development efforts, is 
responsible for intellectual property matters, and evangelizes OTOjOY globally. Thomas is a member of the 
technical committee of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) that defines international 
performance standards for hearing loop systems and equipment. 

A hearing loop is an assistive listening system that takes sound from a venue’s sound system and sends it 
directly and wirelessly to a listener’s hearing aid or cochlear implant without any distortion, echo, or background 
noise. All the listener hears is crystal-clear sound, as if they were sitting right on stage next to the presenter or 
musician. Almost like being immersed in a cloud of music, it allows all the nuances and layers in the piece to be 
fully captured and revealed. 

While we find that places of worship, universities, and government buildings are adopting the technology at 
rapid rates, it seems that movie theaters, music festivals, and concert venues are slower to install hearing loops 
because they are generally viewed as places for entertainment, not for accessing information. Furthermore, 
organizations tend to not recognize their lack of accessibility, since hearing loss is not a visible limitation and 
many affected individuals do not speak up about their need for accommodations due to the stigma that’s still 
associated with hearing loss. 

Today, OTOjOY has expanded to serve areas across California and Arizona, with a specific emphasis on making 
music more accessible. With the CES 2018 Innovation Award, a WFX New Product Award and a 2018 Edison 
Awards nomination, in addition to a recent advancement into the semi-finals of the Arizona Innovation 
Challenge and an endorsement from American electronic music duo ODESZA, OTOjOY has no intention of 
slowing down. The goal remains to help all people, regardless of their hearing ability, to gain equal access to 
events and activities that they choose to make part of their lives. 

THOMAS KAUFMANN  Saturday, August 3, 2019  
@8:00 PM  

!

BANQUET KEYNOTE SPEAKER
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032619

Life-changing Solutions

888-514-7933
 HamiltonCapTel.com

FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS ANYONE BUT REGISTERED USERS WITH HEARING LOSS FROM USING INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP) CAPTIONED TELEPHONES WITH THE CAPTIONS TURNED ON. IP Captioned Telephone Service may use a live operator. 
The operator generates captions of what the other party to the call says. These captions are then sent to your phone. There is a cost for each minute of captions generated, paid from a federally administered fund. To learn more, 
visit fcc.gov. Hamilton CapTel may be used to make 911 calls, but may not function the same as traditional 911 services. For more information about the benefits and limitations of Hamilton CapTel and Emergency 911 calling, 
visit HamiltonCapTel.com/911. Voice and data plans may be required when using Hamilton CapTel on a smartphone or tablet. Courtesy of Cisco Systems, Inc. Unauthorized use not permitted. Third-party trademarks mentioned are 
the property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2019 Hamilton Relay. Hamilton is a registered trademark of Nedelco, Inc. d/b/a/ Hamilton Telecommunications. CapTel is a registered trademark of Ultratec, Inc.

Hamilton® CapTel® 840i

Hamilton® CapTel® 2400i

Cisco® 8851 Hamilton® CapTel® for Web/iOS/Android™

The Hamilton CapTel phone requires telephone service and high-speed Internet access. Wi-Fi capable.



Top Left:  Chelle; Top Right:  (L to R):  Melanie, Deb, Ling; Bottom Left:  Karen and her family, Melanie;  
Bottom Right:  (Back L to R): Bob, Walt and Brenda Dawe; (Front L to R): Raj, Christine.  

 

A History of the SayWhatClub 
By SWC Co-founder, Alan Sprague 

Photo Credit:  Chelle Wyatt

Once upon a time, in the early 1990s, a group of people wandered into an AOL bulletin board for deaf and hard of hearing. 
They connected—relieved to find others in the same boat—began chatting, became friends, and the SayWhatClub was born 
during that time. In 1995, the group moved to an early listserv. Forum was first list, and as they grew, a second list, Connect, 
was added a year later.

Many of the club’s founders met face to face for the first time in July 1996 in Dorsett, Ontario, to get to know each other 
better. They forged bonds that carried them through the next steps of organizing the club. The following year SWCers 
gathered in Monterey, California.

The SayWhatClub was officially incorporated as a not-for-profit in the state of Washington in 1997, and at that time was the 
only internet-based nonprofit organization in existence. There were other organizations for people with hearing loss, but 
none were based solely on the Internet. Our club was recognized by the Internal Revenue Service in 1998 as a tax-exempt 
organization. 

SayWhatClub conventions grew out of a gathering of about thirty SWCers in Estes Park, Colorado in 1998. A small 
convention was held in 1999 in Cape May, New Jersey. Subsequent conventions have been held San Diego in 2000, 
Chicago in 2001, Alexandria, Virginia in 2002, an international convention in Amsterdam in 2002, Seattle in 2003, 
Bloomington, Minnesota in 2004, Clearwater Beach, Florida in 2005, St. Louis in 2006, Las Vegas in 2007, Philadelphia in 
2008, Denver in 2010, Baltimore in 2011, Salt Lake City in 2012, Williamsburg, Virginia in 2013, Madison, Wisconsin in 2014, 
San Antonio in 2015, Boise, Idaho in 2016, Savannah, Georgia in 2017, and Saint Paul, Minnesota in 2018.

 SUMMER OF 1998: Estes Park, Colorado 
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SayWhatClub (SWC) is a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization incorporated in the state of Washington since 
1997. We are governed by a seven-member board of directors who officially meet monthly via web 
conference, from various countries and time zones, and who communicate daily via email and Facebook. 
The board holds an annual face-to-face meeting prior to the opening of each SayWhatClub Convention. 
The board’s Annual Meeting is typically held the first or second week of January during which the year’s 
business is reviewed and new board members are appointed to fill any vacancies left by members whose 
terms have expired.

SayWhatClub is run entirely by volunteers, with no paid staff. Over the years, many dozens of people have 
contributed their time and effort to make SWC a success. We appreciate all they have done.

SayWhatClub maintains a variety of communications avenues including eight email lists, three closed 
(private; only those who join have access) Facebook groups, a public Facebook page, a blog, and a Twitter 
feed, all of which can be accessed through our website: www.saywhatclub.org

  Of our eight email-based lists, the first four listed below are “home” lists. All home lists welcome
               discussion on any subject, focus on hearing loss to varying degrees, and have a flavor all their

  own. Forum was the original SayWhatClub list and currently has an international flair.  
      
  Details of our special-focus/purpose email lists and our social media options appear below:

  ▻  SWConnect
  ▻  SWCForum  
  ▻  SWCVistas
  ▻  SWCWorld

              ▻  SWCExplore - an optional secondary list for those with a home or special-focus list who
                     want to interact with subscribers from various lists.

  ▻  SWC_CI - a special-focus list for discussing cochlear implants.
  ▻  SWCMenieres - a special-focus list for those with Meniere’s Disease.
  ▻  SWCCommons - a list reserved for temporary, specific purposes (for a few months before

                     our annual convention, Commons is used for convention registrants to acquaint themselves 
                     with one another and to find a roommate), topics and activities.

          
       SWC Gen-Y - a closed Facebook group for 18 - 40 year olds.
        https://www.facebook.com/groups/155139947975931/

       SayWhatClub Friends With Hearing Loss - a closed Facebook group for all ages over 18.
            https://www.facebook.com/groups/SWCFriends/

                     SayWhatClub Advocacy - a special-focus list for those interested in advocacy. 
                     https://www.facebook.com/groups/260100871299792/

       SayWhatClub, A Worldwide Forum for People with Hearing Loss - Public 
                     Facebook Page.

        https://www.facebook.com/SayWhatClub/

       www.saywhatclub.org                                          @ahearingloss
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Born with a mild hearing loss, my hearing gradually disappeared and I was rendered totally 
deaf at the age of 31. I was implanted almost immediately, being the eighth adult of New 
Zealand to have an implant in early 1993. The implant is excellent but I have had a few hiccups 
along the way with a couple of failures — but re-implanted each time and now happy with my 
hearing. 
  

I joined SWC in 1995 and have helped in various roles over the years and currently serve on the BOD. 

I lead a busy life —I campaign tirelessly for an increase of captioning in New Zealand, take photography classes, and 
help harvest olives during olive season. 
  
I am a passionate photographer and when I’m not doing something for the Deaf, you will find me exploring all the 
nooks and crannies of my surrounds with my camera. I have one daughter who is currently living in New Haven 
Connecticut and doing research for Yale University.

I began wearing hearing aids when I was twenty-six years old due to a progressive sensorineural 
hearing loss that was diagnosed when I was a teenager. Though hearing aids worked well for me 
for many years, I felt isolated as my hearing deteriorated. I had many questions about how to 
manage life with hearing loss, and I felt a strong need to connect with others like me who 
couldn’t hear. 

What makes the SayWhatClub so special is 24/7 internet access to peer support, and our conventions that allow true 
friendships to develop. Shortly after I joined the SayWhatClub, they held a convention in my home town of Seattle. It was 
absolutely life-changing! We had so much fun together, and they provided the answers I was looking for. I’ve attended 
several more conventions since then. In 2011, my hearing deteriorated to the point that I needed a cochlear implant. The 
SayWhatClub was there for me every step of the way, and I’m so grateful to be a part of this wonderful club.

I grew up with normal hearing, and lost hearing on one side, due to a blow to the head, when I 
was 38. I am considered a late-deafened adult. I used hearing aids for years, until finally 
qualifying for a cochlear implant. I now have bi-lateral cochlear implants. 

I joined SWC in 1999, at the lowest emotional point in my hearing loss journey. I made a conscious 
decision not to be a victim. I promised myself would never cry over it again, but would educate 

myself and learn to live inside of it. I am proud to educate and advocate wherever I go. I do not hide my hearing equipment and 
am always open for discussion or questions. I am glad to be able to give back to SWC and to re-join the BOD at this time in my 
life. I owe much of my success in my hearing-loss journey to SWC. The people here are now lifelong friends. 

I became an activist for people with hearing loss in the workplace and was the go-to person for my Human Resources 
Dept. in the large government legal agency where I worked for 31 years. I am recently retired. I am also on the executive 
team for Virtual Ability, a non-profit that assists the disabled in virtual online accessibility issues. 

I am married, and my husband and I have 5 grown children and 3 wonderful baby-grands that we love dearly. 

Linda Binns

Kim Ward TREASURER 

VICE-PRESIDENT

Robyn Carter SECRETARY
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I started losing my hearing in the 4th grade, but it went undiagnosed until college. 

I didn’t know I was different. I didn’t know others could hear the phone ring from a different 

room, or they could follow the conversation in a dark car. When you don’t know you can’t hear, 

you don’t know what you’re missing. I didn’t know other students heard every word the teacher 

said, or that musical instruments made sounds after high F. 

A nasty bout of tinnitus caught my mother’s attention while I was in college on a vocal scholarship. The family doctor 

sent me to a specialist who didn’t recommend hearing aids, but declared a 50% loss. Two years later, my hearing took a 

drop and I got hearing aids. A couple of decades later, I got a cochlear implant and it absolutely changed my life. 

Throughout it all, I succeeded in life with technology, determination and skill. 

I am a long time member of SWC. I joined in 1996 (or there about) on the Connect list where I have made many long 

time, close friendships. My home town is St. Paul, Minnesota where I live with my two cats. I am retired from full time 

careers in many areas, the last was teaching. Crafting is my passion. I love my part time job in retail at a major big box 

craft/fabric store. It feeds my crafting addiction.

I was born with hearing, but it rapidly declined and was diagnosed with a progressive bilateral 

sensorineural hearing loss (severe in left ear, profound in right ear) when I was 2 years old. 

With hearing aids, assistive devices, and lots of lipreading, I was able to succeed for most of my 

childhood. However, my deafness became a much more significant challenge by the time I was 

finishing high school and entering college; I was consistently using the most powerful hearing 

aids on the market and constantly exhausted from endless lipreading. I was becoming very 

disenchanted with trying to blend in as a Hearing person, and was also stymied by how to learn American Sign 

Language and integrate into a local deaf community. 

I came across SayWhatClub while trying to search for a community that reflected who I felt I was: definitely not 

Hearing, but not culturally Deaf. SayWhatClub showed me a way to embrace my Deaf identity on my terms, learning 

from other people's own hearing-loss experiences and feeling accepted in a community of people who understand the 

diversity of how hearing loss manifests. 

I spend a great deal of my time outside of work with my family, raising a beautiful daughter with my wife, traveling 

around the state in search of new, great craft beers and lakeshores, or hobbying-'n-crafting dioramas at my workbench! 

When I was 19, I couldn’t figure out why people were talking softly. Six years later, I got my first 

pair of hearing aids. Through the years my hearing declined. Today I am lucky enough to 

enjoy two bionic ears from Cochlear and am grateful for them every day. 

For the majority of my life I was ashamed of my hearing loss and rather than asking people to 

speak a little louder, I pretended I understood them. I became what I jokingly refer to as a 

“professional bluffer”, pretending to hear when I didn’t. However, I realized that hearing loss was nothing to be ashamed of 

and became passionate about changing its negative stereotype. I started and am President of an HLAA Chapter. In addition, 

I wrote The Nine Guiding Principles of the Hearing Loss Evolution and started a website and blog of the same name. 

Later I graduated from Gallaudet University’s two-year Peer Mentoring Certification program. With this knowledge I 

give workshops and presentations – all to educate people on hearing loss. In addition I’m a Personal Hearing Facilitator 

where I encourage people to break their limiting beliefs, especially about hearing loss. 

I learned about SayWhatClub three years ago when the club asked me to be a guest speaker. I’m so glad they did 

because I met the wonderful SayWhat family and enjoy the wonderful support and knowledge they offer – and not just 

once a year at their convention, but all year round. Thank you SayWhat.

Leslie Cotter

Tyler Smeltekop

Pat Dobbs

DIRECTOR
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Canine Companions for Independence 
provides expertly-trained hearing dogs 
to adults FREE of charge. 

To learn more or apply, visit cci.org.

1-800-572-BARK (2275)
info@cci.org
cci.org

  Tim Stones
  Martha Lynn Mattox-Baker
  Robyn Carter
  Ty Smeltekop
  

SWC Gen-Y - Tim Stones, List Rep
   Michele Thomas Linder
   Vivie Moraiti
   Robyn Carter
   Erica Cunningham Penn 

SWC Advocacy
   Pat Dobbs

      
SOCIAL MEDIA COMMITTEE

Tyler Smeltekop, BOD Liaison
Michele Linder
Chelle Wyatt
Cristal A. Alferez
Claudia Goenaga
Kristen Willey 

SPIRIT AWARD COMMITTEE
Linda Binns, BOD Liaison
Maurice Wilson
Debbie Gilmer
Lorne Smith
Marty Mattox-Baker

WEB COMMITTEE 
Kim Ward, 
   Acting Chair/BOD Liaison
Daphne Matthews, Vice Chair
Audrey Dessauer 
Sandi Enfield 
Michele Linder
Lorne Smith

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
  
   Don Dippner, President
   Linda Binns, Vice-President
   Robyn Carter, Secretary
   Kim Ward, Treasurer
   Leslie Cotter, Director
   Pat Dobbs, Director
   Tyler Smeltekop, Director

REGISTERED AGENT

   Kim Ward

VOLUNTEERS & COMMITTEES
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CONVENTION VOLUNTEERS

CONVENTION STEERING 
Lorne Smith, Chair
Chelle Wyatt, Vice-Chair
Cynthia Hurst, Local Chair
Donna McNary, CSC Treasurer
Leslie Cotter, BOD Liaison
Rhonda Edwards
Sheiladawn Fitch
Chris Fuller
Pat Kovac
Michele Linder
Marty Mattox-Baker
Erica Penn
Josh Penn
Maurice Wilson
                    

CONVENTION PROGRAM
Lorne Smith, Editor
Michele Linder, Layout/Design

COMMITTEES

HOSPITALITY
Marty Mattox-Baker, Chair
Vicky Harland, Vice-Chair
Robyn Carter, BOD Liaison 
Debbie Gilmer
Henderson Wiltshire
Paul Wummer

FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE
Chelle Wyatt
Don Dippner

LIST REPRESENTATIVE COMM.
Audrey Dessauer, Chair
Susan Collins, Vice-Chair 
Don Dippner, BOD Liaison 

LISTSERV

Cochlear Implant 
  Donna McNary
  Judy Heimbach

Connect  
   Sara Lundquist

Explore  
   Marty Mattox-Baker
Forum 
Elizabeth Whitcomb 
Susan Collins

Meniere’s  
   Alan Sprague

Vistas 
   Maurice Wilson 
   Ruth-Ann Saunders
World 
   Jim Mayfield 
   Lorne Smith
   Jack Nichols

FACEBOOK

SWC Friends with Hearing Loss -  
  Julie Miley, List Rep
  Don Dippner
  Kim Ward
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NAME LOCATION HOME LIST NAME LOCATION HOME LIST

Cristal Alferez California-USA Connect Linda Maynard California-USA World

*Sandra Alferez California-USA Donna McNary Wisconsin-USA World

Linda Binns California-USA World *William McNary Wisconsin-USA

*André Binns California-USA Jim Montgomery California-USA

Jeannene Brown Texas-USA World Jack Nichols Oregon-USA World

Sandra Bunning Washington-USA World *Carol Nichols Oregon-USA

Marti Castor Kansas-USA Forum Tyler Smeltekop Michigan-USA Connect

*Tom Castor Kansas-USA *Nicole Smeltkop Michigan-USA

Joyce Conser Florida-USA World Lorne Smith BC-CAN World

Brenda Cordery Idaho-USA CI *Joanne Smith BC-CAN

Brenda Dawe Michigan-USA Forum/ASL Julia Stepp Utah-USA CART

Donald Dippner Pennsylvania-USA Vistas Mary Stodden Missouri-USA

*Judy Dippner Pennsylvania-USA Anita Tourigny Washington-USA World

Pat Dobbs New Jersey-USA FB Friends Cary Tucker California-USA FB Friends

Rhonda Edwards Pennsylvania-USA Connect Duane Tull Missouri-USA World

Nancy Fenstermaker Ohio-USA World *Rhonda Tull Missouri-USA

Sheiladawn Fitch Texas-USA CI Judy Viera California-USA World

Christine Fuller Pennsylvania-USA CI Kimberly Ward Washington-USA World

Stephanie Gardiner-Walsh Illinois-USA Presenter Elizabeth Whitcomb Massachusetts-USA Forum

Debbie Gilmer Washington-USA World *Jim Whitcomb Massachusetts-USA

*Mike Gilmer Washington-USA Kristen Willey Utah-USA FB Gen-Y

Devamarga Goldy California-USA Maurice Wilson Texas-USA Vistas

Ruth Gorrin California-USA Connect Paul Wummer Oregon-USA World

*Gregg Gorrin California-USA Tom Yaxley Illinois-USA Connect

Anne Haney California-USA Forum *Pat Johnson Illinois-USA

Cynthia Hurst California-USA Connect Adelaide Zabriskie New Jersey - USA

Amy Jen California-USA FB Friends Lori Zalt Massachusetts-USA

Pat Kovac Virginia-USA World *Jessica Robinson Massachusetts-USA

*Joe Kovac Virginia-USA

Ronald Kubowicz Pennsylvania-USA

*Darelynn Clay Pennsylvania-USA

Michele Linder Minnesota-USA Connect

Martha Mattox-Baker Ohio-USA World

James G. Mayfield Iowa-USA World

*Mary Lou Mayfield Iowa-USA Connect

REGISTRANTS

* Spouse/Significant Other/Guest 
                                                                                       



SACRAMENTO is a great starting point for a tour of Northern California's top attractions, all within a few hours of the city. 
Extend your stay and explore the best of the region. Whatever you’re into, Northern California is full of fun!

Wine Country                                                                                                           
Napa and Sonoma valleys are an hour 
from Sacramento. However, nearly 
a dozen wineries are located within                                                        
a 45-mile radius of the city! The 
Sacramento wine region has 
been referred to as "the Napa 
Valley of 30 years ago." Most 
vineyards offer free wine 
tastings and visitors have 
intimate access to the wine-
making process and the 
winemakers, many of whom 
greet visitors personally.

San Francisco
Located just 90 minutes from 
Sacramento, the world-renowned 
San Francisco is a quick trip. Take 
in views of the Golden Gate Bridge, visit
museums and go for a ride on a cable car. 
Amtrak Capitol Corridor trains are a great way to 
connect if you don't have a car.                                                !

      Lake Tahoe
         The largest Alpine lake in North America 
               is a two-hour drive from Sacramento
                  and offers sightseeing and outdoor
                      adventures year-round, along 
                        with shopping/casino gaming on 
                          the Nevada side of the border.

                            Yosemite
                             The UNESCO World Herit-
                             age site is three hours from
                             Sacramento. Gaze at Half
                            Dome, hike to Yosemite or
                           Vernal falls, spot wildlife on 
                          the valley floor, learn about
                         the glaciers that created the 
                      valley and find out how people 
                      are working to preserve the natural 
                beauty for generations to come.

                              For more info on places to visit while in
                    Sacramento, go to: visitsacramento.com or 
              give them a call at: 916-808-7777. We hope you 
              have a wonderful time exploring the area!
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in Sacramento!” —Henderson
SWCers are 

connected

camaraderie 
SWC sites 

wonderful
      

-

. 	 
.

“Raise your glasS      ,                 Have fun 
          

!

Had 
such a great  

 time in St. Paul last 

year and will be sorry to miss  

       Sacramento. Looking forward to next     

                                                   year. -GEORGE  

       Our Tribe
 
 # S a c r a m e n t o
  #SayWhatClub
   ~Chris Fuller

I ENVY!
You SWC!  ~Lynda

SWC = love, acceptance & friends 
who become family.    my tribe. ~GINA

are the place to 
be with simply

company

with strength, 
warmth and

     Quoting Christopher Reeve: "I think  
      a hero is an ordinary individual who 
       finds strength to persevere and  
         endure in spite of overwhelming  
         obstacles.”   
                                                                                                                                                                                     

(Mark Twain) Thank 

supportive 

SWC is my family away from family.  
I have cried with, laughed with, cheered 
with and celebrated you all. ~Kristen

KNUDSON

~Cynthia Hurst
~Susan K in NJ

“Kindness is a language

I love the opportunity 

      I’m missing my  
      SWC tribe. Have  
      fun, will see you 
      next year. ~Chelle

❤

@

R O C K S !

to visit with 
SWC 

-NANCY 

# LOV E# SWC# C o n v e n t i o n s !#
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           Hello SWC; Just sending some LOVE, 

           can’t wait to get that 'home at last' 

feeling that SWC cons bring. Much love,

from André and me.  -Linda Binns 

Say What Rocks!Say What Rocks!Say What Rocks!

P
A

T
 

Say What Rocks!

& wise ,  

ALL of my ‘moments with  
y’all ARE golden’.  ~Sheiladawn  
$   & Gracee Kanso hear %  $  % the deaf can hear and the blind can see”

DALE  (FORUM)



https://otojoy.com/

TO ALL OF OUR PROVIDERS, PARTNERS, SPONSORS, PATRONS,  
VENDORS, SUPPORTERS, DONORS AND FRIENDS:   

We appreciate all of the ways in which you have contributed to make the 2019 SayWhatClub Convention 
a time of learning, inclusion, and fun with with friends. What we experience and learn in the short time we 
are together in Sacramento (through workshops, organized events, social time and communication) is 
empowering. We return home renewed, carrying with us all that we’ve gained to apply to our everyday 
lives, jobs, and relationships. You’ve helped us grow. You’ve changed us. For that, we thank you.

A special “Thank You” to Thomas Kaufmann and OTOjOY for generously installing our Hearing Loop.

TO OUR VOLUNTEERS: 

Some of our SWC Volunteers and Committee Members are mentioned by name in the program. However, 
there are many more generous SWCers—too many to list and some unknown at printing—who offer their 
energy, time, and talent to make our club and convention a success. The convention and Silent Auction 
would not be possible without every single person who lends a hand. To all of our volunteers, we want you 
to know how much we appreciate and value your spirit of helpfulness and your service. 

        
Lorne Smith, CSC Chair   

Joyce Conser 

Watercolor  
Artist  

THANK YOU!

Brenda Dawe 
RID/NAD IV 

ASL Interpreter 

Julia Stepp 
CART Services, 

LLC 


